
So many things of value are presented 

in, or surrounded by the substance of 

International Paper. Whether you want 

to grow retail sales or get your products 

safely through the global supply chain, 

our industrial packaging solutions bring 

innovation to and protection around your 

products. International Paper brings you 

value beyond a box, display or package – 

real value that’s material to your success.TM 

International Paper
Company Overview
• Global paper and

   packaging company

• 115+ years in business

• 70,000 employees world-wide

• Manufacturing operations in:

   - North America

   - Europe

   - Latin America

   - Russia

   - Asia

   - North Africa
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Partnering for sustainable communities

IPCorp is a place to launch careers

Real careers launched by developing marketable 

skills that provide opportunities for advancement  

at IPCorp and other major companies. 

IPCorp is a place of opportunity
Real opportunity, for real work, that has a real  

 purpose – making a difference for the world’s  

largest CPG companies.

IPCorp is a place of new beginnings

New beginnings for a brighter future, new  

beginnings for a family, new beginnings make a   

difference – one opportunity at a time.

A commitment to this partnership is more than 

a Tier 1 spend, its a commitment to launch 

careers, opportunities and new beginnings.

International Paper is a company of substance. So, when we launch a joint-venture to 

 promote minority business enterprises (MBEs), we make sure the partner is solid, the 

jobs are real, and the  opportunities provide substance to a community. We have  

formed a partnership with Integrated Packaging Corporation (IPCorp) – a  minority-owned 

corrugated packaging  company. IPCorp provides jobs in  communities where they are 

needed most – making real differences to their  customers, their employees and their 

 communities. We call this partnership social sustainability. The people we’re impacting 

call it life.


